PROFS - PROFESSIONAL FERTILIZER SOLUTIONS
Profs (short for Professional Fertilizer Solutions) is a Dutch nutrient program that is specially
designed for the European hydroponic sector. It is designed with ease of use, substance quality
and purity in mind. During the design process, our engineers have formulated fertilizers that will
enhance both the quality and the weight of the end product. It is of paramount importance that the
use of Profs nutrients will boost yields. That is why users are advised to follow the accompanied user
manual (dosage schedule) closely.

profs mineral
The mineral nutrients that are distributed under the
Profs main brand form a complete diet with minerals,
essential amino acids and vitamins for the plant. The
main nutrient line consists of the nine fertilizers that
are presented on the back side of this flyer. They can
be grouped into three categories: basic nutrients,
nutrient enhancement and supplements.
The basics (Terra A & B, Hydro A & B) are used to get
the main part of the diet to the plants. They can be
seen as the bulk feed of the plants.
The nutrient enhancers (Rhizo Root Stimulator, Bloom
Accelerator and Final Boost) are products that will
push the balance of the diet to a specific side of the
spectrum. They are generally used to boost processes
in specific phases in the life cycle.
The supplement products (Si Stabilizer, Prozyme, pHand pH+) are used to enhance certain aspects of the
biological and chemical processes that are active in
the plant and the ecosystem.
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profs
all in one

The All in One products are used when ease of
use is the most important aspect of an operation.
Only two products are used to ensure that the
plant gets the nutrients that it needs. The all in one
concept can be used in a normal flowering cycle,
but is also effective on mother plants or cuttings.
Make sure that you follow the advise properly, and
you will be amazed by what these two products
can do for you and your plants.

BOOST

HYDRO -B

Basic Hydro B complements Basic Hydro A
perfectly, adding all the missing ingredients to
the feeding water. When used in the right ratio,
the combination of Basic Hydro A and Basic
Hydro B ensures that the plants will receive a
complete nutritional diet.

Profs Si Stabilizer is composed of ortho silicic
acid in monomeric form. This form of silicon is
unique in the fact that it is 100% bio-available.
Silicon is most often a part of silicon dioxide,
which is hard for plants to absorb.

Si STABILIZER

TERRA -A

Basic Terra A forms the basis for the cultivation
of crops on soil and mediums that contain a fair
amount of soil. This product contains nitrogen,
calcium and all the micro nutrients that are
needed for plants to grow in a healthy manner.

Enzymes are used to break up dead plant
material in the substrate the plants live in. To
do this, just add the product to plain tap water
and soak the medium with the solution. After a
couple of hours, the organic material is turned
in to water soluble substances that can be
washed away.

PROZYME

TERRA -B

Basic Terra B is the second part of the two-part
basic nutrition for the cultivation of crops on
soil. This product contains all minerals that
Basic Terra A misses. Combined, Basic Terra
A and Basic Terra B make up for a complete
nutrition for your plants.

The acidity of the substrate must be
optimized for efficient nutrient absorption.
Profs pH additives are used to acidify or
alkalize the water.

ph additives

STIMULATOR

Rhizo Root Stimulator is designed to activate
the roots of plants. It does so by adding the
right balance of minerals and hormones to the
plants’ diet. The active ingredients in Rhizo Root
Stimulator originate from the great wide oceans
of planet Earth.

This fully fletched fertilizer is one that will ensure
you that you give your plants the diet they
deserve. These nutrients are fully absorbable
and available for plants. Use the two bottles
Profs All in One for all your applications,
regardless of the strain.

All in one A&B

ACCELERATOR

Bloom Accelerator is essential in getting the
most out of the blooming phase. Profs Bloom
Accelerator is packed with flower stimulators,
resulting in an extensive flower bed with many
buds. During the weeks leading to the end of the
life cycle of the plant.
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FINAL

In the last phase of the plants’ life cycle, Final
Boost and Bloom Accelerator are the two most
important boosters for your plants. Both flower
setting and bloom hardening are essential in
ensuring the yield of the crop is high. The latter
is mostly done with the help of Final Boost.

BASIC

HYDRO -A

Basic Hydro A is essential when growing with an
inert medium, such as rockwool or coco peat.
The nitrogen, calcium and micro nutrients in this
product allow for a healthy basic diet on which
plants will thrive immediately.

